The reports
you need to
nail your next
category review
Use retail analytics to put
your product on more shelves
- and keep it there.

A CPG intelligence report by
Made especially for small brands

Overview
Meetings with a retail partner can make or break a small CPG manufacturer. Whether you’re attending a category
review with an existing retail partner or courting a new one, it’s crucial to a small CPG product’s survival that this
meeting convince a retailer that your product deserves to be on the shelf.
In the past, big decisions on distribution, promotion and other retail strategy were often made thanks to
relationships or industry instinct. While those may remain a factor for some, the CPG industry is changing, and fast.
Now more than ever, retailers want to make data-driven decisions.
We live in a world of near-constant data collection, so there’s no excuse to show up to your next retailer meeting
empty-handed. Units, dollars, number of shoppers - you name it, it’s recorded. More and more retailers expect you
to use that data to make a case for your product.
You’ve already done the hard part developing a great product. Now dig into the data. When you’ve got the numbers
to prove your strength, retailers can’t say no. Let Byzzer help you show them what you’re worth - down to the dollar.

In this report…

•

We’ll show you exactly how to run, read, and draw insights from these reports to find the numbers that
tell the most compelling data-driven stories to your retail partners.

•

You’ll learn which metrics should be front and center to address a retailer’s top concerns - and how
you can find those metrics using Byzzer’s reports.

•

We’ll walk you through 5 simple Byzzer reports you can run today to build the story you need for your
next category review.

The Item Ranking Report
How do you really stack up against the competition?
Maybe you’re a big brand that already tops the league standings. Or maybe you’re a small brand that has a
different story to tell - a story about a small upstart with the right mix of growth and velocity to launch it to success.
Dollar sales may be a metric included in the Item Ranking, but dollar sales can’t tell the whole story alone. Use this
report to show retailers that your item has the momentum it takes to fly off their shelves.
Set up your report to your preferred settings.
Select your focus product, market, and time period. Use these filters to see the category items ranking, or check
“Yes, add more filters to my report” to filter by product attributes like organic, natural and more. This is a great way
to see who you’re really up against.
Show your strengths. The default sort may place you against items outside your particular niche, which is why it’s
so important to take advantage of the additional filters function. For example, if you’re an organic Dog Treat, make
sure you filter for that product attribute to see your “true” ranking against your niche set of competitors.

Check the leaderboard.
The item rank list displays “Best in Class” brands based on
key measures:
• Sales
• % change in sales
• velocity or $/TDP

Sort strategically. Maybe the default sort shows the “usual suspects” topping your category. But just because you
didn’t make the top 10 doesn’t mean your product deserves to be delisted. Let’s say, for example, you’re a
burgeoning dog treat made with CBD ingredients. You may not be at the top of the ranking, but when you sort by %
change in sales or % change in velocity, suddenly the top 10 is entirely dog treats that contain CBD, and your product
is much closer to the top - you can show just how quickly your product or product niche is growing. Be prepared to
talk to the retailer about how your product is helping them win with a niche offering.

The Distribution Landscape Report
Show that your product deserves more shelf space.
Distribution is the holy grail of CPG industry growth. Position yourself for success not just by showing your own
efficiency, but by showing the relative inefficiency of your competitors using the Fair Share of Distribution and Hurdle
Rates section of the Distribution Landscape report.

Does your product sales merit more shelf space?
The Fair Share of Distribution index is measured by percentage of distribution over percentage of category sales.
That means an index value of 100 shows your product is getting the exact amount of distribution it deserves, a score
below 100 means your product deserves more distribution, and a score of over 100 shows over-distribution, which
can be a great tool not only for making a case for your own products, but for making a case against your
competitors.
Are retailers making a sound investment by distributing your product?
Hurdle rates are another way of talking about rates of return. This is a useful metric to use in your conversation with
retailers because you can literally show the dollar amount of Sales per Store a retailer can expect in return for
stocking your product. It’s also helpful to see that rate of return compared to your competitors, new products to the
category, and the best-in-class products in your category vs. those that are average or at risk of being delisted especially if you’re winning.

The Price Comparison vs the Category Report
Price matters - but how your price compares to your competitors’ at the retailer matters more.
See your price position in the category and bring the data to support your recommendation. Are you priced too high
and that’s making you less competitive? Are you priced below other premium offerings and have room to increase
price? Are you not getting enough promotional support? No report is better than the Price Comparison vs the
Category to understand exactly what your everyday prices and promotional prices should be. This quick and easy
comparison to your category competitors covers all the key metrics you need when it comes to pricing:

•
•
•
•
•
•

% on Deal
Promo price
Depth of discount
% Price Change
Total Average Price
Non-promo Price

Use the data to build your case.
Total average price

Non-promo
price

% Price
change

Depth of
discount

Promo
price

% on deal

Make comparisons to specific category competitors
using the list view above to take strategic competitive
pricing action against individual competitors you’re
looking to target. Show your retail partner where more
promotional pricing support is needed to give your
product a fair shot against those competitors.
Use the data visualization view to the left to compare
your product to category averages. This easy-to-read
view makes clear the areas where pricing strategy
could be adjusted, so grab a screenshot or open up
Byzzer with your retailer to start the conversation.

The Promotion Support & Lift Report
Talk about your brand’s ability to drive incremental lift.
You’re not a huge brand getting a spot in the circular every week, so you want to talk to your retailer partner about
receiving more promotional support. How do you justify the decision to your category manager? You’ve got to tell a
story about your brand’s efficiency and ability to drive incremental sales, and this report can do just that. There are
two ways to look at this report - by Market or by Product. Use the Product view to show how you shape up compared
to your competitors:

ALLSTAR BEV

ALLSTAR BEV

HYPEDRINK

HYPEDRINK

BUZZ BEV

BUZZ BEV

CAFF FIX

CAFF FIX
PINK COW
DRINKZ
PERKY POP
LIT DRINK

PINK COW
DRINKZ
PERKY POP
LIT DRINK
FAHRENHEIT

FAHRENHEIT

Show what your product can achieve - even with minimal support.
Your goal is to demonstrate that your brand can achieve more lift than your competitors’ can. In the example above,
let’s imagine your brand is the energy beverage Pink Cow. In your category, your competitors like Fahrenheit, Lit
Drink, Perky Pop, and Caff Fix are all receiving more promotional support than your product is. However, even with the
limited promotional support your product is receiving, you’re still outperforming your competitors on every measure
of lift: on TPR Lift (incremental sales due to Total Price Reduction), Feature Lift (incremental sales due to Features like
inclusion in a retailer’s circular), Display Lift (incremental sales due to strategic display of your product in-store), and
both Feature + Display Lift. Clearly, your product has a strong case for receiving more promotional support from your
retail partners.

The Market Performance Report
Show them what they’re missing.
If you run this report and your product shows strong sales across markets - i.e., at your retail partner and all of their
competitors - then that’s a job done. But what if you’re a smaller, emerging brand that doesn’t yet have the sales or
category share to brag about?
Then it’s time to talk about growth.

The first two columns of the
Market Performance Report
could give you everything you
need to win over a new retailer
or gain more shelf space with an
existing retail partner.

Maybe your story
isn’t about current sales
- it’s about growth.

Velocity ($/TDP) is a key measure for small CPG manufacturers. Also known as “sales rate”, this metric
demonstrates how well your product sells when it’s available to consumers on the shelf. That makes it an ideal
measure of potential for smaller brands who may not have the distribution or sales volume to brag about yet.
Growing brands - take heart! Use the left-side columns: Change in share, $ sales % growth, and category $ sales %
growth to show your momentum and prove that your brand is poised to be “the next big thing”.

Dig even deeper with these reports
The 5 reports outlined here will keep you busy. But you can always dig deeper especially if you anticipate a certain set of questions from this particular retail partner:

The Shopper Demo by Market Report
Do you have demographic information on your core consumers? Got a hunch that this
retailer caters to your target demographic - and that they’d love your product, too? Prove
it with the data in this report.

The Shopper Sales Decomp Tree
Show the size of the prize across the total market. Understand your current data around
penetration, $ spent per household, frequency of shopping trips, and $ spent per trip, and
see exactly how much more you could be earning with 1 more point of penetration, 1
more trip per shopper, and one more unit bought per trip. When you know the size of the
prize, you and your retail partner can feel confident about working together to form the
best retail strategy for your product.

The Shopper Leakage Tree
Retailers will love (or maybe hate) this report. No retailer likes to hear that they have
leakage, but understanding where it’s happening is the first step to stopping it. You can
use this report to show your retail partner exactly how much money they’re losing when
shoppers purchase your product from another retailer instead. Pair this with a report like
Promotion Support & Lift to identify a vulnerability and work with your retail partner to
remedy that.
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